
BCD-0o27
Style over substance!



You may have seen…



TL;DR
The cyberdeck comes with a simplistic firmware. This is because - as any console 
cowgirl or cowboy knows - you need to make a cyberdeck your own. There is a 
framework that makes it easier for you to develop your own customisations and 
extensions.

Your cyberdeck might hide some secrets. Find them and help Acid to accomplish her 
mission.

Also, there is a developer challenge. Stick to the end of the talk to learn more about it.



First idea of a Badge



And some Concept Sketches



Sketching Parts of the Design



Prototype Parts of the Circuit



Making the Schematic



Routing



Design Finalised



First Prototype



Fixing the Serial Programmer





Fixing the LED circuit



Ok, it’s working.



  

Except…





Writing the Framework



Make it your own…



Overview
● The badge is intended to be programmed. To make this easier there is a 

framework. 
● Programming is easiest if you use Visual Studio Code and Platformio. Check the 

documentation how to set it up: 
https://gitlab.com/fschuetz/bcd-0o27/-/tree/main/documentation?ref_type=heads

● There is a programming framework that provides drivers and abstraction layers 
that make it easier to program the badge in c++. Its built on top of espidf.

● The operating system used by espidf - and thus the cyberdeck - is FreeRTOS

https://gitlab.com/fschuetz/bcd-0o27/-/tree/main/documentation?ref_type=heads




Inputs



Inputs





Reading inputs
espconsole::consoleController& console = espconsole::consoleController::getInstance(); - Get controller instance

controller.capture() - Read button states, overwrite previous state

controller.sample() - Read button states, or it with previous state

controller.clear() - Clear out all button presses

controller.getButtonState(BUTTON_A) - Get state of buttons (_LEFT, _RIGHT, _UP, _DOWN, _A, _B, _X, _Y)



LED



Circuit



Programming LEDs
● LEDs flash concurrent to everything else. They can be steered individually or patterns 

can be scheduled.
● LEDPatternGenerator generator; - Create a new generator.
● generator.setRepetitions(1); - Set number of repetitions.
● generator.addState(s); - Add state to pattern.
● ledPattern lp; generator.generate(&lp);
● generator.reset(); - reset the generator.
● led_err_t error = led.patternSchedule(lp);



SAO++



SAO++ 



SAO Demo



Console





Console / Serial Connection
● Has a bug that if not connected during bootup will not accept input.
● Supports forwarding input to other threads.
● console.registerCommand(...) - registers a new command with the console
● consoleController &c = consoleController::getInstance(); - It is a singleton.
● console_err_t cerr =  console.requestInputRedirect(qData, qSignal, &hForwarder, 

true); - Register a forwarder.
● console.stopCommandExecution(&hForwarder); - Stop default console behaviour.
● console.enableCommandExecution(&hForwarder); - Enable console behaviour.



Display





Display
● Uses htcw gfx: https://honeythecodewitch.com/gfx/wiki/index.md
● Custom driver, based on the driver of Bodmer: 

https://github.com/Bodmer/TFT_eSPI/tree/master/TFT_Drivers
● Library to build menus:

○ MenuController<lcd_type, lcd_type::pixel_type> mc; - Controller object to build menus
○ mc.cursor->addEntry(mc.createSubmenu("Games")); - Add an entry (submenu in this case)
○ mc.createActionItem("Sneaky & Mousy", bcd_mod_snake::module_main<lcd_type>, &lcd) - Action
○ mc.cursor->enter(); / mc.cursor->leave(); - Enter / leave a submenu
○ mc.cursor->drawMenu(*bmp, bounds, lcd_color::alice_blue, lcd_color::dark_goldenrod); - Draw it.
○ int return_code = ((ActionItem<bmp_type, bmp_type::pixel_type> *)e)->execute(); - Execute

https://honeythecodewitch.com/gfx/wiki/index.md
https://github.com/Bodmer/TFT_eSPI/tree/master/TFT_Drivers


Pixel Art / Sprites



More Information
https://hackaday.io/project/192371-balccon-cyberdeck-0o27-aka-bcd-0o27

Note: There will be updates on documentation and the framework in the next hours.

https://hackaday.io/project/192371-balccon-cyberdeck-0o27-aka-bcd-0o27


Cases



Challenge I
Exploration challenge:

● Acid hit some hints in the badge that will allow you to find out important 
information that should be shared with Direct||. 

● A little hint for the audience: The formula for the score in the Sneaky & Mousy 
game is as follows: score += score_base + score_multiplier

→ First one to bring the information will receive a black badge.



Challenge II
Development challenge:

● Fix the bug in the console driver → Earns you a beer in any case
● Rewrite the LED driver to support the new rmt driver of espidf
● Port Doom on the badge
● Clone any classic game or make your own
● Do something else that is really cool

→ Present your project at the closing ceremony and the one getting the most 

applause will be rewarded a black badge.



Black Badge
Most important, the black badge earns you fame ;-).

The black badge will also earn you five free beverages of your choice at each upcoming 
BalCCon. 

Maybe there will be even more goodies in the future - like special events or so. Who 
knows…..



Questions?


